Commitment to Integration & Development Opportunities
DocuTrack operates on an open platform allowing full integration to other industry software and third-party
technologies. This flexibility allows DocuTrack to fit seamlessly into your current processes and adapt to future
technological growth. Currently offering an extensive bank of interfaces, Integra is continually working with industry
partners on additional integration.
Robust Integration With:









DeliveryTrack: Integra’s Android enabled delivery management solution completes the chain of custody,
capturing delivery information to ensure compliance.
Logix: Integra’s workflow automation solution eliminates repetitive, time-consuming processes such as
faxing and fax follow-up, and storage of business and customer-specific rules.
All Major Pharmacy Systems: Integra provides 20+ pharmacy system interfaces using a Direct Connect
interface for robust information exchange. We also offer screen scrape interfaces, and can develop
interfaces for specific customer needs.
ePrescribing: The eRx Module enables NCPDP 10.6 compliant integration with multiple pharmacy systems,
EMR providers, SureScripts, and PrescribersConnection with no additional transaction fees.
EHR Providers: Associate medical records with patient files for further documentation and to keep all
information in once place and track its progress.
Forms Providers: Automatically populate form fields with order data and utilize custom barcoded forms to
intelligently route and collate.
Packaging Solutions: Instantly read barcodes created by our packaging partners and batch submit to save
time on order entry.

Development / Integration Tools
The DocuTrack API (Application Programming Interface) enables direct integration with your pharmacy system,
clinical applications, CRM, dashboards, and scanners, as well as creating custom applications. DocuTrack’s API may
be used to monitor search folders, link documents, and manipulate existing documents as well as provide a platform
to enable workflow capabilities with many non-pharmacy related applications.
DocuTrack’s API is available to any application that is capable of using Web Services or Microsoft’s COM. The API is
supplemented with extensive documentation to help software developers integrate their solution quickly and easily.
Integra's API program is designed for flexibility and speed of development.
If you are interested in integration with DocuTrack, please email us at info@integragroup.com.

